The WILPF US Program Committee (CONPRO) is accepting panel proposals for the 34th Triennial Congress – virtual - August 13 – 15 & August 20 – 22 with weekday afternoon/evening meetings (depending on number of responses). The weekends consist of: Friday afternoon/evening; Saturday all day and evening (taking into consideration time zones); Sunday, morning/afternoon; although more time slots may be added to Sunday’s meeting.

**Deadline to submit:** Monday, **May 31, 2021.**

In addition, if the proposed session is pre-recorded it needs to be submitted for editing by **June 30, 2021.** Since time is short, please write your own script and rehearse. It usually takes 2 minutes to say 200 words.

**Proposal Types:** CONPRO is accepting 4 types of presentation proposals along with an entertainment proposal. Please review guidelines for each type of proposal carefully and use the provided a modified sample (90 minute) accepted CSW proposal to complete your submission.

**Moderators are required:** for roundtables, panels, and branch presentations - guidelines and training are forthcoming.

**Roundtables (2 hr, including Q&A)** a group of 4 – 6 participants plus a moderator would focus on social justice issues, which would intersect with the varied topics of WILPFUS activism and policy-making, e.g., economic, environmental, legislative, feminism, racism/anti-racism.

**Panel presentations (90 mins, including Q&A)** a group of 3 – 4 plus a moderator should focus on one or more of the topics that WILPF traditionally or contemporarily works.

**Branch Presentations, singular or collaborative (30-45, including Q&A)** should focus on ONE of their projects that enhances WILPF US’s outreach and/or policy-making. Collaborative efforts on one project across branches are greatly encouraged.

**Interviews (30-45 min, including Q & A if applicable)** could focus on, for example, senior members, activists, authors.

**Entertainment (15-30 minutes)** can be proposals for music, artistic endeavors around WILPF issues, Raging Grannies’ songs, poetry – use your imagination.

Please do not submit the same proposal or a slightly modified one for two different sessions. Considering that there are a limited number of congress slots available, priority will be given to proposals that are most relevant to the mission of WILPF US and adhere to submission guidelines.

**Send proposals to** congresscoordinator@wilpfus.org (Mary Hanson Harrison)
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